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Special Collections Focus:

Liber Decretorum
Sive Panormia
Ivonis (1499)

MAGNA CARTA’S RETURN
VISIT TO THE LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS
Jeanine Cali, Office of Legislative and External Relations, Law Library of Congress

Scott B. Pagel, Director of the Law Library

I

Courtesy of Lincoln Cathedral

vo, Bishop of Chartres, had to be
diplomatic in his interactions. He
held a highly visible position in the
Catholic Church at a time when kings,
powerful lords, and equally powerful
church leaders jockeyed for leadership
in the late eleventh and early twelfth
centuries. Yet he also had to be true
to his belief in the importance of the
reforms promoted by Gregory VII
and, consequently, often found his
life in peril. Indeed, his opposition to
the decision of Philip I of France to
divorce his wife, Bertha of Holland, to
marry Bertrada of Montfort, led to his
imprisonment for several months.

O
First leaf of the Panormia, probably the most
popular and influential of Ivo’s works.
Continued on Page 5

The Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta, 1215

n a day in June nearly 800 years ago, King John of England made an
agreement with a group of barons on green land at Runnymede, near
Windsor. King John met the barons’ demands for reform, granting his subjects
the right to hold their sovereign accountable to the rule of law. The resulting
document, Magna Carta, became the foundation of the constitutional order
of the British Commonwealth countries and the United States of America.
Continued on Page 2
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MAGNA CARTA’S RETURN VISIT TO THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

This year marks the 75th anniversary of the arrival of
the 1215 Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta at the Library
of Congress. At the start of the Second World War, the
United States agreed to protect the rare and priceless
document, placing it in the Library of Congress for
safekeeping. Magna Carta remained on exhibition at the
Library until the United States entered the war, when it
was sent along with the Declaration of Independence
and the United States Constitution to be guarded
at Fort Knox in Kentucky. The Lincoln Cathedral
Magna Carta returned to Great Britain in 1947.
Magna Carta, Latin for “Great Charter,” was issued to
guarantee the rights of the barons of England against an
overbearing king. Eight centuries later, it has become the
historic heart of English and American Law. It is one of the
earliest statements of limited government and a point of
departure for centuries of legal thought on individual rights.

On November 6th, the Library of Congress will
unveil an exhibition—Magna Carta: Muse
and Mentor—to commemorate the British
Ambassador’s transfer of the 1215 Lincoln
Cathedral MagnaCarta to the Librarian of
Congress 75 years ago.
2

Lord Lothian (right), British ambassador to the United States, transfers the Lincoln
Magna Carta to Librarian of Congress Archibald MacLeish (left) for safekeeping
during World War II, 1939. The November opening date of the exhibition was
chosen to correspond with the seventy-fifth anniversary of the first time the
Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta visited the Library of Congress. Beginning on
November 28, 1939, the Library of Congress displayed the Magna Carta for a
short time before sending the document to Fort Knox, Kentucky, for safekeeping
during World War II. The British ambassador to the United States, Philip Henry
Kerr, the 11th Marquess of Lothian, handed the document over to Librarian of
Congress Archibald MacLeish in an official ceremony.

2014 Exhibition Aims to Shed Light on Magna
Carta as Inspirational Guide
On November 6th, the Library of Congress will
unveil an exhibition—Magna Carta: Muse and Mentor—to
commemorate the British Ambassador’s transfer of the
1215 Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta to the Librarian of
Congress 75 years ago. The exhibition will continue into
the new year to welcome the 800th anniversary of the
sealing of Magna Carta in 2015. It will close on January 19,
2015. The exhibition—to be located in the South Gallery,
second level of the Thomas Jefferson Building, 10 First St.
S.E., Washington, D.C.—will be free and open to the public
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
Why Muse and Mentor? By definition, a muse inspires,
while a mentor guides. Magna Carta is a timeless
guidepost. While Magna Carta was, in its context a
very local agreement, a peace treaty put together to
prevent a civil war, King John’s sealing of the charter
was nevertheless a turning point in western history, a
key moment that marked a shift toward parliamentary
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government, and in due course, individual rights.
At the center of the exhibition will be the Lincoln
Cathedral Magna Carta, one of four existing exemplifications
of Magna Carta dating from 1215 and bearing the seal of
King John. The Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta along
with the other three 1215 copies were given Memory of the
World Status by UNESCO for their singular world historical
significance. Its name derives from the document’s regular
custodian, Lincoln Cathedral in Lincoln, England.
What is unique about the Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta?
As Nathan Dorn, exhibition curator from the Law Library
of Congress, points out, “The Lincoln copy is considered the
most robust and the easiest to read of the four remaining
original copies.” Dorn continues, “the Lincoln Magna Carta
also has the clearest provenance: on the back, scribes wrote
‘Lincolnia’ – the Latin form of its intended destination.
Records indicate the charter arrived at Lincoln Cathedral
about June 30, 1215, and has been kept in Lincoln ever since.”

According to Dorn, the exhibition will include
collection items that tell the story of the charter’s
powerful influence through the ages: medieval
manuscripts of English law, seventeenth-century
pamphlets agitating for ancient liberties, English and
colonial court transcripts, newspaper clippings from
the Stamp Act controversy, and hand annotated
drafts of decisions from pivotal decisions of the
Supreme Court; and even pop-culture items—from
the legacy of Robin Hood to genealogical societies.

At the center of the exhibition will be the
Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta, one of
four existing exemplifications of Magna
Carta dating from 1215 and bearing the
seal of King John.

Law Library, Library of Congress. (LCCN: 2009672502)

Approximately 65 items from the collections of the
Library of Congress will surround the 1215 Lincoln Cathedral
Magna Carta to illustrate 800 years of its history and the
document’s influence on the world. The exhibition will
explore the origins of Magna Carta; its use as a constitutional
guarantee of liberties during the seventeenth-century
conflict between the English Crown and parliament; its
appearance in the laws of the British colonies in America;
its influence on the founding of the American republic;
its relationship to the United States Constitution and
the Fourteenth Amendment; and lastly, representations
of Magna Carta in art, literature, and pop culture.

Martha Hopkins, director of the exhibition, is confident
viewers will walk away from the exhibition with a view
of Magna Carta as not only an important part of British
history but also a key founding document for the United
States and its legal system. “Being able to see such an
iconic historical item as a Magna Carta from the original
issue of 1215 without making a trip to England is a rare
opportunity that I am sure will thrill Library visitors.”

Magna Carta Events Three Years in the Making
Library personnel have planned the exhibition for over
three years. Rather than merely embrace the anniversary
as an excuse for “doing something,” the cohesion and
drive of the staff involved have propelled the exhibition
as a testament of the document’s contribution to history.
Three years ago former Law Librarian of Congress Roberta
Shaffer first had the vision to mark the 75th anniversary of
the Library’s reception of Magna Carta with the 2014-2015
exhibition. Shaffer says one of her dreams was to showcase
Magna Carta because “it is a critical part of our legal DNA.”
Shaffer placed the showcasing of Magna Carta into
the capable hands of Robert Newlen, Assistant Law
Librarian for Legislative and External Affairs, and William
“Jake” Jacobs, Chief of the Interpretative Programs
Office at the Library. Newlen and Jacobs put her vision
into action on this side of the Atlantic and connected
with Sir Robert Worcester, Chairman of the 800th
Magna Carta Committee in the United Kingdom.
Among Newlen’s first steps was to obtain buy-in from
the Lincoln Cathedral. He visited the Cathedral in the Fall
of 2011 with the help of the Friends of the Law Library
of Congress. His
commitment ran
deep, as Newlen
recounts with the
following story. “At
one point, during a
train ride to Lincoln
from Manchester,
I had to change
Magna charta cum statutis
angliae. England, fourteenth
century. Among the Law
Library’s rarest books, this
miniature manuscript,
created in the fourteenth
century, is still in its original
pigskin wrapper. Intricate
colored pen work graces
this small version of the
Magna Carta.
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trains. To get to the other track, I had to carry my luggage
through a cow pasture—in full suit and loafers. Perhaps
I should have questioned whether this was meant to
be … I decided the cow pasture was just an odd path
en route to an extremely important exhibition.”
In addition to relations with Lincoln and pulling
together all of the Library divisions necessary to create
an exhibition of this scale, outside funding was needed to
make the exhibition move forward. Newlen knew, as many
educational and cultural officers in the United States are well
aware, a project like Magna Carta: Muse and Mentor requires
fundraising which continues to be an ongoing effort.
With contacts and fundraising underway, the next key
element needed for the project to succeed was exhibition
know-how. The involvement of Jacobs and his team from
the Library’s exhibition management department was vital
to moving the project forward. The Interpretive Programs
team has a long history of success, managing more than
1,500 exhibitions on almost as many subjects since the early
1940s. Many of these have been viewed locally, nationally, and
internationally either on-site, through the Library’s traveling
exhibition program, or through the Library’s website.
For Jacobs and his team, working on Magna Carta:
Muse and Mentor presents unique logistical challenges
in arranging for transport of such a valuable document
and the special case in which it must be displayed. After
crossing the Atlantic and being displayed at two venues
in Massachusetts, Magna Carta will arrive at the Library
only a short time before the exhibition opens. It then
must be returned to the United Kingdom quickly to
be displayed at the British Library. Library of Congress
Senior Registrar Tambra Johnson has spent many hours
conferring with officials in Britain and Massachusetts,
conservators, and fine art transportation companies. She
is also preparing an application for a federal indemnity to
help cover the cost of insuring the priceless document.
In January 2012, Shaffer left the Law Library to become
Associate Librarian for Library Services at the Library of
Congress, and David Mao was appointed twenty-third
Law Librarian of Congress. He took over the project and
the Law Library. Under Mao’s leadership, Newlen and his
colleagues focused on crafting an exhibit that would pay
homage to a dynamic history of a precious document that
resided at the Library during a key moment of modern
history. Working together, Nathan Dorn and Martha
Hopkins began to visualize the narrative of the exhibition.
Their work and artistry can be summed up in the intellectual
take-away of visitors after they depart the exhibit space
with a story crafted from the materials at hand, which is
4

what all great exhibitions do, regardless of subject matter.

What is unique about the Lincoln Cathedral
Magna Carta? As Nathan Dorn, exhibition
curator from the Law Library of Congress,
points out, "The Lincoln copy is considered the
most robust and the easiest to read of the four
remaining original copies."
Tracing a Unique Tie to Lincoln Magna Carta
During the 1939 ceremony marking the transfer from
British Ambassador Philip Henry Kerr to the thenLibrarian of Congress Archibald McLeish, Kerr had this
to say about the document’s transfer to the Library:
It was, therefore, but natural that when the
second great war of this century descended upon us
this autumn the British Government should have
hesitated to imperil so precious a possession by
trusting it to the angry transit of the seas, back to
its Cathedral shrine. It therefore instructed me to
inquire whether a home for it could be found in the
Library of your National Congress for the duration
of the war or till it was needed elsewhere. To our
great delight the Library has granted our request
and his courtesy has found for Magna Carta this
wonderful position, where it lies alongside its own
descendants, the Declaration of Independence
and the American Constitution, and where, like
them, it will be guarded by day and by night.
Law Librarian of Congress David Mao summed
up the significance of the 2014 transfer loan: “We are
honored to once again host this legal treasure, allowing
a different generation of Americans to have a first-hand
look at one of the most enduring vehicles of liberty.”

While tracing the history of Magna Carta
over eight centuries, the Library of Congress
exhibition will shine a light on the historic
events at Runnymede and trace the impact of its
legacy on the U.S. legal system, American legal
tradition, and foundations for the rule of law.
The exhibition and programs surrounding the 800th
anniversary of the sealing of Magna Carta and the 75th
anniversary of the Lincoln copy’s arrival to the United
States are a celebration of the rule of law, as well as the
enduring legacy of the Anglo-American alliance.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS FOCUS

While tracing the history of Magna Carta over eight
centuries, the Library of Congress exhibition will shine a
light on the historic events at Runnymede and trace the
impact of its legacy on the U.S. legal system, American legal
tradition, and foundations for the rule of law. Additionally,
through this exhibition, the Library aims to broaden public
understanding of Magna Carta’s influence on American
political thought and the role of the legal system in
relation to the U.S. constitutional form of government.

Magna Carta’s Return to Great Britain
After its appearance at the Library of Congress, the
Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta will return to Great
Britain to be placed briefly on display at the British
Library, along with the other three surviving 1215 issues
of the document. Over three days the documents will be
presented together for the first time, giving researchers and
the public a rare chance to view the texts side-by-side. A

ON DECK FROM ABCNY….
AND MORE TREASURES.
In February, 2014, the Law Library received its latest
installment of historical foreign law from the Association
of the Bar of the City of New York. This shipment
comprises Finland (22 linear feet), Liechtenstein (6 l.f.),
Poland (21 l.f.), Portugal (101 l.f.), Spain (264 l.f.), and
Yugoslavia (6 l.f.). Processing of these materials continues
apace and they will be available for use shortly.
In addition to this mostly nineteenth- and twentiethcentury foreign law group, the Law Library has added
to its collection a cache of sixteenth-century works held
by ABCNY, including Rastell’s A Colleccion of Entrees
(1566), Richard Tottel’s 1572 printing of La Vieux Natura
Breuium, a second edition Tottel printing of Sir William
Staunford’s Les Plees del Coron (1567), and the Holy Roman
Empire procedural work Der Richterlich Clagspiegel (1521).

Magna Carta: Muse and Mentor runs through
January 19, 2015, at the Library of Congress.

Special Collections Focus Continued from Page 1
The Panormia comprises eight parts, and
attempts to unify the doctrines of the Church.
Ivo (c. 1040 – 1116) is remembered today as a major
figure in the history of canon law, in large part because
Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

of two collections of writings. One, a collection of his

letters, reveals him as a scholar thoroughly trained in
canon law and able to use it to argue successfully on behalf
of church reform. Indeed, one letter to the powerful
Archbishop of Lyon disagreeing with his stance in the
long-running crisis known as the “Investiture Contest,”
stands as one of the most important statements on the
“discord of regnum and sacerdotium” and the need to limit
the influence of the state on episcopal elections.

Indeed, there are four overlapping collections
of materials often associated with Ivo: the
Decretum, the Liber Decretorum siue
Panormia (also called the Panormia),
Tripartita A, and Tripartita B.
The other collection, represented by an important volume
held by the Law Library, comprises one of the earliest
collections of the sources of canon law. It also remains
something of a mystery, shrouded by the veils of time and
the uncertainty of authorship from the centuries when texts
5
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Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

were transmitted through manuscripts. Indeed, there are
The Decretum is sometimes considered a
four overlapping collections of materials often associated
with Ivo: the Decretum, the Liber Decretorum siue Panormia
“storehouse” of texts, including ecclesiastical
(also called the Panormia), Tripartita A, and Tripartita B.
legislation, papal decrees, council materials, and
Scholars have debated for centuries the order in which the
even relevant secular legislation.
collections were compiled, the relationship between them,
and, indeed, whether Ivo himself was responsible for any
or all of them. Of these, the Decretum and the Panormia
Much of the “Prologue” deals with the issue of
have received the greatest attention. The Decretum is a
dispensation. It discusses the instances when, as in a modern
comprehensive collection of materials comprising seventeen
courtroom, the sources of the law could be interpreted in
parts. It is sometimes considered a “storehouse” of texts,
such a way as to be merciful in making a decision. Indeed, it
including ecclesiastical legislation, papal decrees, council
is on the issue of dispensation that Ivo, as a French bishop,
materials, and even relevant secular legislation. The many
could be seen as differing with many of his counterparts
internal inconsistencies of these early resources remained
who believed that only the Pope could
unresolved in this massive
offer dispensation. His writing focused
compilation. The Panormia, on
not on who could offer dispensation,
the other hand, comprises eight
but when it was appropriate to do so
parts, and attempts to unify
the doctrines of the Church.
based on the sources of canon law.
The popularity of the Panormia
is evident from its appearance
Because of the importance
in many countries. Although it
eventually was replaced by the
of this work, it was included
Decreta compiled by Johannes
in the most recent group of
Gratian in the mid-twelfth
materials sent by the Law
century, the large number of
Library to be digitized for
manuscript copies still in existence
attests to the influence of the
inclusion in The Making of
Panormia through the centuries.
Modern Law...
Therefore, when a copy of the first
published edition of the Panormia
(Basel, 1499) became available, it was Woodcut of Bishop Ivo of Chartres at work. A legion of
Because of the importance of this
religious figures distinguished by their headgear appears at
seen as an important addition for
work, it was included in the most
Ivo’s doorway bearing volumes of canon law for his use.
the library’s rare book collection.
recent group of materials sent by the

Written in a period before the emergence of law
schools in Europe, the “Prologue” would have
been a legal compass for the day...
While this collection of canon law sources would, by
itself, be of major research value, scholars have come to
view the “Prologue” of the volume as one of the finest
examples of medieval legal scholarship. Written in a
period before the emergence of law schools in Europe,
the “Prologue” would have been a legal compass for the
day, using the sometimes discordant texts of the Church
to provide guidance to a church official using the only
universal law of Europe, canon law, to make decisions.
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Law Library to be digitized for inclusion in The Making
of Modern Law, an online collection of essential legal

materials produced by Gale/Cengage. The Law Library
has provided rare volumes for inclusion in this service
for several years. This year the Library sent hundreds of
volumes on canon law and Roman law, the sources of much
of contemporary European law, for digitization. Perhaps
the rarest volume sent, Ivo’s Panormia, soon will be available
in an online format for an international audience. A
Sources consulted:
Brasington, Bruce C. Ways of Mercy: The Prologue of Ivo of Chartres.
Munster : Lit Verlag, 2004.
Rolker, Christof. Canon Law and the Letters of Ivo of Chartres.
Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2010.

E-BOOK MADNESS

E-BOOK MADNESS?
Yet There Is Method In’t.
Leslie Lee, Assistant Director for Administration

e-book
Syllabification: e-book
Pronunciation: /ˈēbo͝ ok /
Definition of e-book in English:
Courtesy of Professor T. Cavanaugh

NOUN
1. An electronic version of a printed book that can be read
on a computer or handheld device designed specifically
for this purpose.
1.1 A dedicated device for reading electronic versions of
printed books.
OxfordDictionaries.com

I

n the individual consumer market, e-book transactions are
comparatively straightforward: the user has an e-reader,
and he seeks and purchases e-books compatible with that
device. For libraries, which serve many users and work with a
multitude of vendors and publishers,the decision to acquire
and maintain material in new and/or different formats is not
as simple as identifying a title of interest and purchasing
it. When considering e-books, libraries must evaluate a
matrix of factors, from acquisition and implementation to
maintenance and delivery.
For libraries, e-books hold appeal for a variety of
reasons. They do not require physical shelf space (costly),
they provide virtually instant access to content, and they
increase portability of a library collection. Moreover,
many platforms not only offer value-added features – the
ability to copy and paste, enlarge font size, bookmark,
annotate, and highlight – but also provide user-friendly
functionality, such as citation tools, platform tutorials,
and full-text searching within an individual e-book title
and/or across an entire e-book collection. Users also may
enjoy access to unique or enhanced publisher content by
way of embedded links to related databases. In addition
to the space savings, these benefits are designed to
exert a direct and positive effect on user experience.
While e-books offer many compelling advantages, they
also present libraries with challenges. One major challenge
today is an overarching lack of standardization in the
e-book market. Whereas print material is published in
a rather uniform format whose physical nuances occur
primarily in binding, typography, and paper quality,
e-books vary in complex and myriad ways, including

A 21st-century version of Jean-Honoré Fragonard’s Young Girl Reading.

platforms, file formats, device compatibility, title selection
methods, digital management rights systems, version/
edition control, access packages, privacy policies, and
pricing models. Moreover, incessant flow characterizes the
publishing industry: business models change, competitors
merge, content fluctuates. In the e-book environment,
librarians must commit to familiarizing themselves
with a universe of information, from technical to legal,
in order to make informed and prudent decisions.
Patrons of the Jacob Burns Law Library have access to a
diverse and robust assortment of e-book collections made
available through arrangements by the Law Library and
the University’s other libraries. The collections range from
publisher-hosted e-book collections (such as LJP Online,
which provides access to selected titles published exclusively
by Law Journal Press) to subscription services from vendors
that provide access to digitized books (such as HeinOnline’s
Legal Classics Library, which contains over 3,000 historical
and/or rare law-related titles, or EEBO: Early English Books
Online, which contains digital images of over 100,000
books published in English since 1475). The University also
subscribes to several aggregated e-book packages, such as
ebrary, which comprises a single platform with access to
multiple publishers’ works in a wide range of disciplines.
Going forward, the Law Library will continue to
evaluate its e-book options carefully, stay abreast of
changes in technology and electronic publishing, and
adopt the resources that best support the scholarly and
research needs of the Law School community. A
7
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“THE BOOK EMBODIES A FORM OF LIFE:”
A Look at Rare Book School (Charlottesville, 2013)
and
The Society for the History of Authorship, Reading
and Publishing (SHARP) Annual Conference 				
(Philadelphia, 2013)
Robert O. Steele, Cataloging Librarian

I. Rare Book School,
July 29-August 2, 2013
Course: Introduction
to the Principles
of Bibliographic
Description

R

are Book School (RBS), based
at the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville, offers the opportunity
“to study the history of written, printed, and born-digital
materials with leading scholars and professionals in the
field.” From the history of printing and papermaking to the
advent of the machine-made book, from typography and
book illustration to binding and book design, from collecting,
curating and cataloging rare materials to mastering digital
preservation and managing born-digital materials, RBS has it
covered.
Rare Book School is open to students from all disciplines
and levels, and its week-long non-degree courses are
attended by librarians, graduate students, faculty members,
collectors, and booksellers. The School was founded by
Terry Belanger at Columbia University in 1983; upon Terry’s
retirement in 2009 as director (but not as instructor),
Michael F. Suarez, S.J., assumed the helm of an organization
that now offers courses throughout the year at several
East Coast institutions, with related Institutes across
the country and abroad. Indeed, RBS fills a critical need
not met entirely by library science and other graduate
programs. Its own characterization of its essential role,
though perhaps bold, is not overstated: “Over time, it
became increasingly clear that RBS was not just a collection
of non-credit courses on bookish and bibliographical
8

subjects, but the mainstay of bibliographical education
in the United States and the English-speaking world.”
About Desc Bib. Many consider Introduction to the
Principles of Bibliographical Description (familiarly,
“Bibliography Boot Camp,” or the less-forbidding “Desc
Bib”) the flagship course of RBS. Like the more “leisurely”
RBS courses, Desc Bib meets Monday to Friday from 9 to
5 with two coffee breaks and an hour and a half for lunch.
There the similarity to the other RBS courses ends. Desc
Bib features intense late night one-on-one workouts with
old books that keep students in the library counting leaves,
shining tiny fluorescent lights through paper in search of
watermarks, and scrutinizing broken and upside-down
type with jeweler’s loupes until monitors usher protesting
students out at closing time. As one lab instructor told
her recruits: “Keep hydrated. And remember: you can do
without food or sleep, but you can’t do without both.”

The principles of Desc Bib apply to legal texts
just as to texts from literary and other disciplines.
Preparing for Desc Bib. The work, and the fun, begins
before students arrive in Charlottesville. There is a book
to read: Philip Gaskell’s A New Introduction to Bibliography,
a user-friendly run-through of the history of book
manufacture from Gutenberg’s invention of movable type
to developments of the mid-twentieth century. There is a
video to watch: Terry Belanger’s not-to-be-missed deadpan
demonstration of paper-folding techniques, aimed at
producing different-sized textblocks which typically in
the hand-press period had characteristic configurations
of watermarks along with the wire- and chain-lines of the
paper mold. To help make the abstract concrete, facsimile
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sheets are provided for students to experiment with. There
is a chapter to absorb: from Fredson Bowers’s classic but
notoriously difficult bibliographer’s “Bible,” Principles of
Bibliographical Description, whose discussion of the “collation
formula” is the core of Desc Bib. The collation formula
is a compressed expression of how the book was put
together: how many sheets of paper were used, how they
were folded, whether numbering schemes stay consistent
(if not, perhaps an alert that more than one print shop
was involved), whether leaves were replaced or shuffled
(perhaps indicating error correction or even censorship).
The science of bibliography, of which descriptive
bibliography is a part, began in the nineteenth century
as an effort to analyze and account for the textual
variations found in early books. Scholars attempting to
establish the definitive texts of Shakespeare’s plays were
confronted by widely differing versions in early editions;
in fact, scrutiny of each surviving copy revealed unique
details in each one. The apparent promise of the printing
press, versus the pen of a scribe, to provide identical and
interchangeable copies of a text, remained unrealized.
Scholars in due course concluded that reconstructing
printing practices could help account for variations in early
books, and provide an avenue to arriving at the version
of the text closest to the author’s original intention.
Desc Bib for law librarians. The principles of Desc Bib
apply to legal texts just as to texts from literary and other
disciplines. Physical variations in early printed customary
laws, for instance, might provide evidence for how the laws
were compiled or corrected. If one were to encounter leaves
with dedications to the powerful in only some copies of an
early legal treatise, that finding could provide evidence for
shifting sponsorship, or more firmly grounded legitimacy
in the case of the copies bearing dedications. Altered
pagination in a nineteenth-century civil law code could
reflect changes to an ostensibly uncorrupted text. Perhaps
the most frequent use today of the principles of Desc Bib
by rare law book librarians is the practice of inspecting a
well-constructed collation formula to compare copies: is
the copy of a sixteenth-century legal treatise offered for
sale by a dealer complete? Does a copy of an early work in
a distant library exhibit a replaced leaf or even an entire
replaced sheet, and thus perhaps qualify as a variant text?
Unfortunately, the complexity of our Fredson Bowers
“Bible” does not engender swift understanding of the building
blocks of collation formulae. Only time spent grappling
with actual early books can build appreciation for the
mysteries lurking within their physical structure. Desc Bib’s
densely-packed hands-on week provides that experience.

The Desc Bib Week. The experience began on Sunday
night, with director Michael Suarez’s welcoming address.
He brandished a pair of boxer shorts he swore were his
own. “Paper was made from linen. That means people’s
used underwear.” The materiality of books, he pointed
out, reflects people’s lives. The fact that people in England
wore wool, not linen, had a direct economic impact on
the production of texts: paper needed to be imported,
and thus the production of “culturally instantiated
meanings” was subject to broader historic and political
trends. “The book embodies a form of life.” Heady
insights are commonplace at RBS, as is comfortablyshared community: Suarez also announced that it was
the birthday of one of the instructors, and we sang.

Many consider Introduction to the Principles
of Bibliographical Description (familiarly,
“Bibliography Boot Camp,” or the lessforbidding “Desc Bib”) the flagship course of
RBS.
The next morning, Desc Bib began in earnest with a
lecture by University of Virginia rare books curator and
course instructor David Whitesell, followed by a meeting
with the lab instructor of each cohort. In the afternoon,
cohorts split up. Half of the afternoon was spent tackling
the “homework:” a group of books to examine in detail,
discovering the patterns that underlay the structure of each
book, examining each page, noting each anomaly, boiling
everything down into a brief formula, suddenly realizing
the period was over and more work awaited that evening.
The other half of each afternoon was spent in the Museum,
a shifting series of learning stations spread around a long
central table and along other tables that lined the walls. Each
Museum treated a set of themes: paper, binding, printing,
illustration. Most stations had a historical artifact to pick
up, manipulate, and examine: samples of marbled paper,
leather, or patterned bookcloth for bindings; a mold used for
hand-casting type, to take apart and reassemble; an engraved
copperplate used to print book illustrations with a copy of
the book that holds the illustrations; stereotype plates in
the original box sent to the printer with a copy of the book
printed from them. Holding history in your hands is perhaps
the most powerful part of Rare Book School. We touch, we
examine, we connect: the book embodies a form of life.
Evening events abound at Rare Book School, although
Desc Bib students have so much “homework” they are
hard-pressed to attend them. Evening lectures in this session
9
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included an update on the web version of the English
Short Title Catalogue – one of the monuments of
traditional bibliography – on the verge of opening itself
to user-generated content (catalogers shuddered). There
was also a talk by G. Scott Clemons, a Desc Bib student
who is a world-class collector of books published by the
late fifteenth-early sixteenth century Venetian Aldus
Manutius, the celebrated printer who was instrumental
in preserving the surviving ancient Greek texts in the
then-new medium of print. (Books from Clemons’s
collection will be on display at New York’s Grolier Club in
Spring, 2015.) Video night featured ice cream and popcorn,
and Bookseller Night was devoted to touring Charlottesville’s
extensive network of antiquarian and used bookstores, one of
which offered Virginia ham and biscuits to RBS participants.
The sense of community at Rare Book School begins in
the classroom, and flows through the RBS experience: from
wine and cheese receptions after lectures, to impromptu
lunches with class members or old acquaintances (many
RBS students return more than once), to the traditional
Friday afternoon class outing in which students treat their
teacher to lunch, the RBS formal and informal gatherings all
contribute to a sense of collegiality as well as camaraderie.
At RBS, the book embodies a form of life.

JOIN THE
FRIENDS!

It’s easy—a donation of any amount
supports Law Library collections and
makes you a FRIEND!
CALL (202) 994-1375 or VISIT www.law.gwu.edu/
Library/Friends/Pages/Join.aspx
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II. "Geographies of the
Book:" Society for the
History of Authorship,
Reading and Publishing
(SHARP) Annual
Conference, July 18-21,
2013

N

early a decade after the birth of Rare Book
School, in 1991, a group of scholars founded an
organization aimed at understanding the social meaning
of books and other media. The Society for the History
of Authorship, Reading and Publishing (SHARP) does
not focus primarily on the physical book as an artifact;
rather it scrutinizes the cultural networks that surround
the production, transmission, and survival “of written
communication in material forms including marks on stone,
script on parchment, printed books and periodicals, and
new media … from the individual reader to the transnational
communications network.” Topics at its conference,
“Geographies of the Book,” held July 18-21, 2013, in
Philadelphia, included international publishing networks,
maps on the backs of paperback mystery novels, readers and
collectors of foreign and exotic books, and international
copyright and design protection, with a primary emphasis
on later periods in print culture, from the late eighteenth
through the mid-twentieth centuries.
The basis of SHARP’s inquiry is not the older discipline of
Bibliography, but the newer field of Book History, initiated
by French historians of the Annales school, notably in Lucien
Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin’s The Coming of the Book (1958).
SHARP’s focus is largely sociological, although literary
topics often are addressed, as in the opening keynote speech
by book history luminary Roger Chartier. He addressed
imagined geographies in Don Quixote and the surprising
early attempts to link them to real places in a seemingly
delusional quest for errors in the literary text. An interest
in the sociology of print sometimes led researchers down
fascinating byways of forgotten history: French émigré
booksellers in early nineteenth-century Philadelphia; an
African-American newspaperman in antebellum Baltimore;
a back-issue news archive that went up in flames in New
York between the two World Wars; a mid-twentieth
century French Canadian dictionary sold in part-issue in
supermarkets; nineteenth-century educational maps of the
historical Jesus. At times, a deeper knowledge of traditional
bibliography might have helped to inform discussion of
certain topics presented for examination. One such was a
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study of “the materiality of the text,” which made much of
the arrangement of individual sections of an eighteenthcentury work to argue that the text was composed all at once,
but did not consider the material arrangement of the folded
sheets on which the text was printed to make sure that the
text could not have been delivered to the printer piecemeal.

The basis of SHARP’s inquiry is not the older
discipline of Bibliography, but the newer field of
Book History...
An interest in the sociology of texts often led to the
study of the history of law. Numerous presentations
addressed the relationship between intellectual property
protections and the rise of modern notions of authorship,
from independent self-publishing in Enlightenment
France to Romantic nationalism in nineteenth-century
Poland. Other presentations addressed design protection
and the piracy of typography, trans-Atlantic business
relationships that led from informal respect for foreign
copyright to the modern regime of international
intellectual property protection, and the political control
of print in the Cold War or Restoration France.
Most events were held at the University of Pennsylvania,
but there also were tours of historic Philadelphia libraries
and a reception at the Chemical Heritage Foundation,
which houses a large collection of artifacts and print
materials from the history of science and technology.
Indeed, despite SHARP’s emphasis on the history of
print, the Society does not shy away from technology. The
closing address by digital humanities scholar Ian Gregory
highlighted the use of Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) to map itineraries in England’s Lake District by
nineteenth-century poets Thomas Gray and Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, as well as a large-data analysis of nineteenthcentury British government reports that links the rhetoric
of medical investigations during the mid-nineteenth
century cholera epidemic to health policy outcomes in
specific regions of England. Likewise, although SHARP’s
general meeting featured awards for books and journal
articles, there was also an award for the best use of Twitter
during the conference, for which the prize was…a book.
Of course, book history and bibliography enjoy significant
overlap, and many SHARP attendees were familiar faces
from RBS. RBS instructors chaired sessions; former
RBS students gave papers; one Desc Bib lab instructor
gleefully primed a Desc Bib recruit for the rigors awaiting
in just a few weeks. There is also overlap with the library

world. A luncheon organized by the Library History
Round Table of the American Library Association was
well attended, as members traded information about
current research projects over sandwiches and salads.
The most conspicuous overlap occurred on Friday evening:
the keynote address was delivered by Michael Suarez,
director of Rare Book School. Suarez’s introduction by
the recently retired University of Pennsylvania rare books
curator (and RBS faculty member) Daniel Traister exhibited
intimate knowledge of Suarez’s irreverent displays at RBS,
including the underwear-waving. Suarez’s talk called for
global bibliography: an expansion of the traditional discipline
to embrace all technologies, all distribution systems, all
cultures, at each level from high to low. Much of this was
salutary. What does it mean, for instance, when an African
translation of Alice in Wonderland features Alice as an African
girl, or as a white European? Is there a connection to the legal
regime of apartheid? What does it mean when a textbook for
teaching English to Asian children features an illustration of
benign Caucasian adults and their awestruck Asian pupils?
Is there a connection to intercontinental adoption laws?
What are the politics of such books and their distribution?

Suarez’s talk called for global bibliography: an
expansion of the traditional discipline to embrace
all technologies, all distribution systems, all
cultures, at each level from high to low.
Even so, Suarez’s presentation betrayed a discomfort with
some aspects of popular culture. He referred several times
to “the Disneyfication of culture,” with which “we” need
to come terms. “We,” he said, need to learn to understand
debased manifestations like the musical Miss Saigon which,
he remarked with apparent distaste, “rhymes boy with joy.”
It wasn’t clear exactly who this “we” was, since it was evident
that a number of presenters at the SHARP conference
assumed, in general, that their audiences took popular
culture seriously, and others seemed already embarked
on the voyage toward “global bibliography.” When one
audience member in the question-and-answer period
expressed her uneasiness with Suarez’s inspirational (she
said “religious”) tone, he responded with something that
would have played well in the fervent circle of Rare Book
School, but which perhaps seemed surprising to some
audience members here: “The more you know, the more you
feel love and awe.” Suarez is an inspirational speaker who
can provoke insights rarely offered in mundane academic
settings; for him, bibliography and its newer sibling book
11

A REVOLUTION IN
STUDENT LIBRARY
HABITS

The digital revolution hasn’t just changed how students
conduct research in the law library. It has completely
changed how they gather materials.
It wasn’t too many years ago that the Law Library could
barely keep up with student demand for photocopiers. At
one point the library had seven copiers placed throughout
the facility, and at times that didn’t even seem enough! It
now has three copiers and they are seldom used. Students
prefer to store material digitally on one of the four new
scanners housed in the library. The Scannx scanners,
manufactured by Xerox, enable students to scan and send
materials to an e-mail address, store them on a portable USB
drive, or capture them on their iPhone or tablet computer
using a “smart code.” Gone are the days when students
walked away from a photocopier carrying massive quantities
of paper and lines at the copiers. We hope that we have
provided a great new service for the students, while helping
the environment a bit. – SCOTT B. PAGEL

ALUMNI ACCESS TO
HEINONLINE LAW
JOURNAL LIBRARY

Through a special arrangement between the Law Library
and William S. Hein & Co., Inc., GW Law alumni now have
access to HeinOnline’s Law Journal Library, which contains
more than 1,800 law and law-related, full-text periodicals
covering more than 90 subject areas. Coverage begins with
the first issue published for all periodicals and continues
through the most currently published issues allowed based
on contracts with publishers. HeinOnline is a revolutionary
innovation in legal research. Where other databases that do
not offer materials in citable formats have long presented a
challenge to legal researchers who must be precise in citing
sources, HeinOnline provides materials in PDF format and
has enabled libraries, both in law schools and law firms, to
discard their voluminous holdings of bound volumes. By
making the Law Journal Library available to alumni, the
Law Library hopes to provide a valuable resource that will
complement other online services. Log into the online
alumni community and gain access to this collection today!
– SCOTT B. PAGEL

Review Continued from Page 11
history are clearly a sacred calling. Some might be rankled
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No Wonder Damhoudere's Book Was Popular
Special Collections, The George Washington University Law Library

LEFT Liquid and solid waste cast from
second story windows is an unwelcome
surprise for the gentlemen below in their
finery, and they are entitled to redress for
the damage caused by this transgression.
Such graphic illustrations of crime and
punishment, positioned throughout La
Practicqve et Enchiridion des Cavses
Criminelles, contributed to its popularity.

RIGHT Title page of the scarce first edition
in French of Joost de Damhoudere’s Praxis
rerum criminalium (1554). Noted for its
copious full-page woodcut illustrations, this
best-selling criminal law practice work was
translated into many European languages.

Among our recent acquisitions: Damhoudere’s La Practicqve Et Enchiridion Des Cavses Criminelles (1554).

Halsbury’s Laws of England/Halsbury’s Annotations
Herb Somers, Foreign/International Law Librarian

I

n a continuing effort to provide enhanced access to foreign
legal resources, the Law Library is happy to announce
that users now have two indispensable British legal research
databases at their disposal: Halsbury’s Laws of England and
Halsbury’s Annotations, available through the LexisLibrary UK
online service.
The Halsbury's Laws of England database is the online
version of a comprehensive legal encyclopedia that
provides a detailed narrative of the laws of England and
Wales organized into alphabetically arranged subject titles.
Regularly updated, each title is derived from all pertinent
primary and secondary legislation as well as relevant case law
obtained from the Law Reports and other specialized case
reporters. It serves as an excellent starting point for those
wishing to understand a particular topic of British Law.

codification of British statutory law by offering an unofficial
subject compilation of all statutes presently in force arranged
into 143 alphabetical titles, including treaties and secondary
legislation of the European Union. In addition to the text of the
laws themselves, the annotations provide information regarding
parliamentary debates and additional background to legislation,
words and phrases defined statutorily, as well as cross references
to other relevant acts and subordinate legislation. The database
also provides a citator which identifies all amendments and repeals
to acts, and lists cases which have interpreted the act in court.
Both Halsbury’s Laws of England and Halsbury’s Annotations are
accessible under the heading "LexisLibrary Halsbury's Laws" via
the alphabetical list of database subscriptions found on the Law
Library’s Guide to Using Online Resources:
http://law.gwu.libguides.com/content.php?pid=162652&sid=1373961 A

The Halsbury's Annotations database on LexisLibrary is
composed of annotations derived from the notes appearing
in the volumes of Halsbury's Statutes of England and Wales.
Halsbury's Statutes remedies the fact that there is no official
13
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“FOR LIBRARIANS BY LIBRARIANS:”
Jerry Dupont, Fate, and the Law Library Microform
Consortium
LLMC-Digital

Director, Jerry Dupont has assumed the title of Associate
Director for Content Management, and continues to be
as integral a force in LLMC as he has from its inception.
The tech aspect of LLMC, which began as a producer
of legal materials in microfiche format, would suggest that
its creator would hail from a computer or information
technology background. Not so; Jerry Dupont majored
in philosophy, went on for law and library science
degrees, and eventually, when LLMC became a reality, a
Master’s in Business Administration to provide him with
the tools to ensure competent economic management
of the new enterprise. His thorough and detailed
knowledge of historical legal materials provides an
unmatched, onsite resource for providing perspective
on the projects that find their way to LLMC.

Jerry Dupont celebrates during LLMC’s 35th anniversary in 2011.

I

t is the rare law librarian who is unfamiliar with LLMCDigital, today’s incarnation of the Law Library Microform
Consortium, chartered in 1976. The Hawaii-based LLMC
describes itself as “a non-profit cooperative of libraries
dedicated to the twin goals of preserving legal titles and
government documents, while making copies inexpensively
available digitally through its online service LLMC-Digital.”
Despite its accuracy, the blandness of this public depiction
matches not at all with the persona of Jerry Dupont, founder
and guiding spirit of LLMC. When Jerry Dupont enters a
law library, tanned, sandal-shod, and Aloha-shirted, Hawaii
comes to town. Who knew digitizing the legal materials of
the world could be so fun?
Behind the relaxed persona lies a determination to
record in digital form all species of law materials, much
of it set down on paper that may be en route to final
disintegration. Dupont identifies and hunts down likely
materials in libraries across the country; he finds especially
interesting the already scarce historical legal materials that
may be of minimal interest to for-profit companies for
digital reproduction – and therefore generally at higher
risk of eventually disappearing in paper form, and perhaps
forever. Having recently stepped down as LLMC’s Executive
14

Dupont notes that the route from philosophy major to
LLMC creator-in-chief was not something he mapped
out; more than once, fate interposed and created
opportunities, which the astute Dupont recognized and
accepted. The happy coincidence of a nonprofit business
that provides law libraries with affordable collection
development options, and a preservation tool, is a result
accomplished by Dupont and his team through decades
of immersion in the process of finding and reproducing
targeted materials, and much brainstorming.
Recently Dupont commented in an interview with
the ABA Journal that “When people say everything’s
online, they’re woefully uninformed.” One might say
his goal with LLMC is to disprove his own assertion.

One of the personal delights of my job at LLMC
is that it has given me the privilege over the
years of working in scores of great libraries.
Jerry Dupont was kind enough to share his
odyssey in preserving and providing access to the
records of legal history in his interview, below.
A LEGAL MISCELLANEA: Can you tell us something about
your pre-LLMC background: your education, professional
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LLMC-Digital

best book budgets. To my surprise, I found that I liked
building libraries. So I took an M.A.L.S. on the side and
settled in. Thus tenderly does destiny nudge us to its ends.
Other than in the course of your professional experience as a
librarian, did you study or use technology extensively, or do
you have a “tech” background that made a proposition such
as LLMC appealing?

Jerry Dupont, LLMC’s Associate Director for Content Management, and
Executive Director Kathleen Richman.

positions, and how you were attracted to law librarianship?
JERRY DUPONT: In undergrad I majored in philosophy,
with minors in English Lit, Latin, German and Greek. So
there weren’t many obvious jobs for me when I graduated in
1961. Moreover, the military draft was very much in effect.
That helps explain how I ended up in the Army Intelligence
Agency, taking Russian at the Army Language School in
Monterey, and serving for two years as a low level spook in
semi-occupied Germany. Once my mandatory service was
over, I was inclined toward either medical or law school. Law
school being shorter and cheaper, the fickle finger of fate
pointed in that direction. During my third year at Michigan
Law, I also ran for the Ann Arbor City Council – a sacrificial
Democrat standard bearer in a Republican district. Great fun!
But, it did mean missing the whole law firm recruiting season.

The idea for something like LLMC first
sprouted back in 1971. I was assistant director
at Michigan. The Law Library, then pushing
500,000 volumes, was pondering how to
accommodate an anticipated doubling of its
physical collection in the next three decades.
So by May, 1967, I had passed the bar, but was broke. On
a lark, I took what I expected to be a temporary flyer as a
reference librarian in the U. of Michigan Law Library. The
omens weren’t good. I had made it through law school
without noticing the existence of law librarians. So my new
colleagues didn’t expect me to linger long. But fate intervened
again by quickly moving three crucial bodies in the ranks
above me off to brighter horizons. Within two years I had
floated up to being assistant director of the library, in charge
of collection development with one of the law library world’s

JD: Hey, I was a philosophy major! Philosophers think
up things. They don’t actually build them. For that they
hire professionals. The real implication of your question, I
guess, is that a tech background might have made starting
something like LLMC easier. Not really. Whenever LLMC, in
either film or digital, needed seriously competent technicians,
we found and hired them. Which worked out fine. What
was needed from me for LLMC’s survival was competent
economic management. That’s why, after beginning to
understand the project’s emerging needs, I endured the grief
of getting a part-time MBA. That said, there was one way in
which my background in the Army Security Agency became
useful later on. This was when LLMC was pondering the
switch from microfiche to digital. Of course, there was a lot
of pressure. Well-meaning computer enthusiasts encouraged
us to grasp at every new digital fad that came along. But
moving prematurely could have been disastrous. For example,
we probably wouldn’t have survived an enthusiastic plunge
into CDs. Without revealing any secrets, I can relate that my
military experience did teach me the virtues of caution. Back
in 1962 our intelligence headquarters in Europe launched a
full bore application of early mainframe computers to serious
intelligence analysis. Along with squadrons of others equally
unqualified, I was sucked into a year-long project that wasted
enormous amounts of money on equipment and labor to
produce the intelligence equivalent of a mouse. I learned
two things from that. One, computers aren’t magic. And
two, moving too early can be worse than moving too late.

Well-meaning computer enthusiasts encouraged
us to grasp at every new digital fad that came
along. But moving prematurely could have been
disastrous.
Did you experience a “eureka moment” which eventually led
you to create LLMC? Please tell us the story of the founding
of LLMC.
JD: The idea for something like LLMC first sprouted
back in 1971. I was assistant director at Michigan. The Law
15
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Jerry Dupont giving a presentation and tour of LLMC’s scanning operations.

Library, then pushing 500,000 volumes, was pondering how
to accommodate an anticipated doubling of its physical
collection in the next three decades. My boss, Bev Pooley,
asked me to do a serious study of our options. He wanted
to provide the Law School deans with the full range of
alternatives, either proven or reasonably in prospect, to
funding a physical addition to the existing building. I
produced a minor tome of 132 pages entitled The Law Library
to the Year 2000; Storing and Preserving the Collections (available
online as LLMC Title 82999). It covered all varieties of
intensive book storage then available, as well as the potential
for utilizing microforms or digital to the extent that those
technologies were then feasible. A film-based option that I
explored was having Michigan convert a major portion of
its existing collection to microfiche. To finance the project,
I suggested selling copies to sister law libraries – in effect a
law library microform consortium. As things turned out, the
Michigan deans passed on the idea, choosing instead to build
an underground addition to the existing library structure.
So my study went into a drawer. Soon thereafter, I was
recruited to build the law library for a new law school
at the University of Hawaii. In my first years in Hawaii,
I often bemoaned the fact that Michigan had not gone
the microfiche sales route, since I would have been an
16

enthusiastic customer. But then fate took one of its strange
turns. A close colleague on the faculty in Hawaii, Donald
Gordon, was recruited to return as dean of his former law
school, Wayne State in Detroit. He shared with me his plans
for Wayne State, and asked for suggestions to improve its
law library collection. Well, I’ve always believed in Louis
Pasteur’s maxim that “la chance ne sourit qu’aux esprits bien
préparés:” “chance smiles only on well-prepared minds.”
So I pulled out a copy of my Michigan study and pitched
the self-financing microform-consortium idea. This time
I had an imaginative listener. Don asked me how much
seed money it would take to buy the initial machinery and
do enough prime-the-pump filming so that the project
could become self-supporting. I told him about $120,000
would do it (roughly $494,000 in today’s money). He
gulped, but then bravely said: “Look, I’ll raise half of that
in Detroit, if you can raise the other half in Hawaii.”
So one thing led to another. Don raised most of his
money from the auto companies. I got the bulk of my quota
through a local Hawaii philanthropist, Mr. Stuart Ho. Our
campaign needed an interesting sales pitch, because few of
our potential donors really understood the microfiche thing.
Our pitch to our donors was that they could do double good
with their money. We promised that, once we started earning

		

funds from the fiche, we would repay their seed money, which
they could then redirect to another charity. And that’s how it
worked out. LLMC got its solid start, and we did eventually
pay all the donors back. Furthermore, bless his soul, using
his second chance, Mr. Ho used his rebated money and
some added funds to make a donation of $250,000 worth
of our microfiche, plus readers and storage cabinets, to help
rebuild Chinese law libraries after the Cultural Revolution.

We believe that an essential element of
preservation is continued use. And, since “use” in
our times has come to be defined as being digitally
accessible, we think that it is vital that our legal
literature migrate into the contemporary format.
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Publications, 2001). Please tell us about the LLMC project
associated with your book.
JD: One of the personal delights of my job at LLMC is
that it has given me the privilege over the years of working
in scores of great libraries. During that time I became
aware that cumulatively our law libraries held a huge range
of materials generated in and for the former colonies of
the British Empire. However, this massive amount of
common law heritage was held in such helter-skelter fashion
that few librarians even knew that it existed as a cohesive
source of doctrine and precedent. The goal of the Common
Law Abroad project was to define this body of literature
in sufficient detail to bring it to widespread attention

among librarians. That attention now is reality. This body
of literature now has a constituency, which has been a
major factor in generating support for its preservation.

Please discuss the mission and goals of LLMC. What sorts
of materials are of interest to LLMC for its projects? Why
is the LLMC initiative important, and who benefits from its
activities and “product?” What are the preservation benefits
of LLMC’s work?
JD: We believe that an essential element of preservation
is continued use. And, since “use” in our times has come to
be defined as being digitally accessible, we think that it is
vital that our legal literature migrate into the contemporary
format. The reality is that most of what doesn’t migrate
will be lost. Therefore, the mission of LLMC is to help
its member libraries navigate the transition to a digital
world as economically as possible, while preserving as
much of our legal heritage as possible. To further our
preservation goals, we specialize in those digitization
projects that are least likely to be profitable and therefore
are unattractive to the commercial sector. But we also
don’t shy away from doing some popular titles. In fact
we believe that, given the historical drift of commercial
publishers toward monopoly-by-title, it is important to
establish a non-profit, TVA-style, presence in the market
to help establish reasonable baselines for digital pricing.
As to who benefits from our work, all law libraries benefit
when we make scarce resources widely accessible. And all
benefit when we obviate the need for widespread physical
storage of less-used titles. Finally, all law libraries benefit,
at least indirectly, if our presence serves to slow down in
any degree the incessant rise in the cost of legal materials.

We estimate that something like 40% of the volumes
described in the bibliography have now been digitized.
The fates being cooperative, we’ll eventually do them all.

...the digital Haiti Legal Patrimony Collection
has now grown to 1,030 scanned titles, with
another 131 titles identified and still coming in.
We expect that the final tally will be just over
1,175 titles. This tells us a lot about the kindness
and generosity of our colleagues.
LLMC Board member Richard Amelung of St. Louis University School of Law,
with Jerry Dupont at the “Salt Mine” near Hutchinson, Kansas, the dark archive
facility for permanent storage of already-scanned disbound materials.

LLMC-Digital

In 2002, you received the Joseph L. Andrews Bibliographic
Award from the American Association of Law Libraries for
your book The Common Law Abroad: Constitutional and
Legal Legacy of the British Empire (Fred B. Rothman
17
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JD: When the great earthquake hit Haiti in 2010, many
of us gave donations on a personal basis. But, some folks
asked us, wasn’t there something that LLMC could do
as an organization? Well one thing that we know how to
do well is to build libraries. Helping to rebuild Haiti’s law
libraries in a contemporary format would help free up funds
for other pressing purposes, while providing the country
with something of enduring value. So I approached Kent
McKeever at Columbia Law Library and Roberta Shaffer,
then Law Librarian of Congress, to see if they would be
willing to have their combined collections serve as the
foundation for such an effort. Fortunately they were both
more than willing to help launch the project. The goal we
established was to create as rich a collection of Haitian law
and governance-related public domain titles as had ever
been assembled, and to make that collection freely available
both to the citizens of Haiti and to the world generally.
That goal has been substantially accomplished. Starting
with the rich holdings of our two “anchor” libraries, we
were able to assemble a “base collection” of 346 titles. We
then publicized that base collection to the wider library
world, asking other libraries to survey their holdings and
make available for scanning any of their titles that proved
to be unique. Rather astoundingly, the digital Haiti Legal
Patrimony Collection has now grown to 1,030 scanned
titles, with another 131 titles identified and still coming
in. We expect that the final tally will be just over 1,175
titles. This tells us a lot about the kindness and generosity
of our colleagues. But it also provides an object lesson
illustrating the truism that “no library has everything.”
Why did you choose to establish LLMC as a nonprofit
organization?
JD: We never thought that our one non-profit could

LLMC-Digital

Please discuss LLMC’s Haiti Legal Patrimony Project:
its philanthropic origins, organization of the project,
participants, and its status now.

LLMC’s office building in Kaneohe, Hawaii.

manage the whole task of preserving legal literature by itself.
There is definitely a big role for the commercial sector.
However, being non-profit gives us greater freedom to take
on many projects that the commercial sector wouldn’t find
viable. Another very important side benefit of our non-profit
status is that it has given us “the keys to the store.” We have
been provided access to library materials, and levels of library
cooperation that we never would have had were we for-profit.
How does LLMC operate? Please discuss its organizational
structure, personnel, and partnerships with other groups.
JD: LLMC-Digital is run by a Board of Directors that
is elected by its Charter Member Community. The latter
is composed of the 246 intrepid libraries that pooled
their resources to launch the digital service in 2003. So
the entire operation is run for librarians by librarians.
Our stockholders are our subscribers. Our professional
staff of ten in Kaneohe, Hawaii, conducts the bulk of our
data capture operations. They are assisted by five externscanner operations. The technical work of running our
subscription web site, LLMC-Digital, is subcontracted
out to a large commercial firm, National Business Systems,
headquartered in Eagan, Minnesota. Finally, LLMC
benefits enormously from a partnership with the Center for
Research Libraries, a partnership which adds substantially
to the funds we can devote to our preservation work, while
broadening our sources for target materials.
Can you discuss something of the evolution of
LLMC as a producer of microfiche to its position
today as a provider of text in digital format? Do
you still produce microfiche, and if so, why, and
what is the relationship today of LLMC fiche
products to its digital library?

LLMC-Digital

JD: LLMC is pretty well out of microfiche. Not
because we wanted to be, but because the world
Fun from the past: visiting colleagues Donald Dunn (with wife Cheryl)
and Roy Mersky (with wife Rosemary) gather over dinner with Jerry
Dupont.
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scanning. However, the great bulk of our source material
is donated, and thus all but the most fragile pieces can be
disbound for high-speed scanning. Once the scanning of
the donated books is completed, the covers are discarded
and the paper blocks are shrink-wrapped for permanent
archival storage. Our dark archive facility is located in space
that we rent in a former salt mine near Hutchinson, Kansas.
Finally, about 3% of our output is produced by “extern
scanner” operations hosted by various libraries: The George
Washington University Law Library, L.A. Law Library, the
Library of Congress, and the university libraries at Saint
Louis University and the University of Hawaii. The principal
focus of the extern scanning operations is on material that
is too fragile or rare to be shipped to our home office.

LLMC celebrated its 35th anniversary in 2011.

has moved on. Good arguments can be made for certain
niche applications of film technology, particularly for durable
preservation. And our original plans for our digital transition
included “writing” the digital scans onto preservation quality
microfiche for dark-archive retention and preservation.
But the mass market for microforms disintegrated almost
overnight early this century. Without the mass market,
there was nothing to sustain the infrastructure that used
to support the industry. At LLMC, all of our equipment
was broken down and obsolete, and we couldn’t get
replacements. Finally, even film stock itself became
unobtainable at anything like a reasonable price. So, we
didn’t leave microforms voluntarily. We were squeezed out.

Just about anything is “scannable.” The only real
question is “with how much care.” As materials
get more fragile they have to be handled ever so
much more gently.
Who participates in scanning materials for LLMC’s
digital database? What are your standards for “scannable”
material? What happens to the materials after scanning?

If a library believes it holds materials not already included
in LLMC’s databases that would be important to the legal
and scholarly community, how would it approach LLMC to
determine interest in scanning these materials?
JD: Don’t be shy. Just give us a call. And assume
interest on our part. We’re very likely to say yes.
What advice would you offer to those who would plan to
launch a book-related tech initiative?
JD: First look for allies, and then spend a lot
of time thinking about sustainability. If a job is
worth doing, the product is worth preserving.

To date we’ve done just over 85,000 volumes on
over 51 million pages.
When do you expect to scan your 100 millionth page? And
how do you plan to celebrate?
JD: To date we’ve done just over 85,000 volumes
on over 51 million pages. So reaching your goal of
100-million pages would require about 166,000 volumes.
I’d guess that we’ll hit that in about mid-2022. If we
do, I may look for a less exciting line of work. A
VISIT LLMC-DIGITAL at http://www.llmc.com/default.aspx

JD: Just about anything is “scannable.” The only real
question is “with how much care.” As materials get more
fragile they have to be handled ever so much more gently.
The bulk of LLMC’s scanning is done at our plant in Hawaii,
which is housed in space donated by the University of
Hawaii. Only 4% or so of the books that we scan in Hawaii
are on loan, and these require non-destructive flat-bed
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A
LEGAL
MISCELLANEA’S
NEW PERSONA
This issue of A Legal Miscellanea is the last in paper. Henceforth, it
will be presented online as A Legal Miscellanea:The Gazette of the Jacob
Burns Law Library. Green initiatives by the University have occasioned
this change, and we hope you will stay with us and continue to read
in our new medium. Despite the farewell to our traditional paper, we
look ahead to the flexibility and opportunities our online presentation
will offer, and losing the restrictions imposed by paper, we hope, will
enhance A Legal Miscellanea rather than diminish it.
We do plan to issue occasional special issues of A Legal Miscellanea in
paper, which will appear in your mailbox from time to time.
Look for our postcard in your mailbox with A Legal Miscellanea's url,
then visit the website to register for e-mail alerts of new articles.
Articles will appear on a rolling basis, since we will no longer be
"batching" articles (as in paper publication), but issuing them as they
become available.
We look forward to having you with us as we journey into our second
decade and our new persona.
Questions? jmeade@law.gwu.edu.
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